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Manual of surveying instructions 1902

1-1. The Survey Instructions Guide describes how cadreal surveys of public lands are conducted in accordance with statutory law and its judicial interpretation. This chapter summarizes the various acts and general plans of the polls based on them. Previous editions of the guide were issued in 1855 (reprinted as the manual hand of 1871), 1881, 1890, 1894,
1902, 1930 and 1947. 1-2. Survey, in general, is the art of measuring and locating lines, angles, and highs on the earth's surface, inside underground laborers, and on beds of bodies of water. A cadester survey creates (or re-shames), marks and defines boundaries of areas of land. In the general plan, this includes a record of observations, measurements
and monuments describing the work carried out and output representing the Cadestral survey, all subject to approval by the DIRECTOR, the Bureau of Land Management. 1-3. The details of the program and its methods exceed the scope of the textbooks in the surveys. The application to large-scale areas requires an understanding of stellar and solar
methods for making observations to determine the true meridian, the handling of meridian convergence, the running of the true parallels of latitude, and the conversion in the direction of lines so that at each stage the angular value will be directed to the true north in the same place. Therefore, these issues are explained and examples are given in a specific
relation to the approved survey method. The use, handling and adjustments of the solar transition are fully addressed due to its broad use of the Public Lands Survey. The applications of photograms and electronic devices for public land studies are first covered in the guide supplement. 1-4. Extended handling can be given to the division of sections,
reconstruction of lost or deleted corners, re-surveys, and many types of special surveys. These are now the main part of the Bureau of Land Management's polling program. The pressure rests on thoroughness in identifying and commemorating the already completed polls. Development guide 1-5. Surveys of public lands have been conducted since 1785,
when a starting point was established where pennsylvania's western border crosses the north bank of the Ohio River. The first polls covering parts of Ohio were conducted under the supervision of the U.S. geographer in accordance with the Order of May 20, 1785. Detailed guidelines were not necessary in these preliminary surveys because only the town's
outer lines were surveyed, and only mile corners were established. The town's plates were marked by sub-divisions into parts or plots 1.5 square kilometers, numbered from 1 to 36, starting with No.1 in the southeast corner of town and running from south to north in every No. Northwest corner of town. 1-6. The May 18, 1796 Act, provided for the appointment
of a general surveyor whose job it was to survey public lands northwest of the Ohio River. Half the towns were supposed to be divided into two-and-a-half-miles blocks, and the dosing law within the town is different to the one that's being used today. The following laws called for further sub-division, and the polling system gradually sharpened to its current
gdp. At the beginning of the period, advice and general guidelines were given by the Finance Minister, then in charge of land sales, and later by the Land Commissioner. Instructions for deputy surveyors were published by the General Surveyor. A U.S. surveyor from southern Tennessee was appointed in 1803 with the same duties as the measuring general,
and was eventually appointed a general surveyor for each of many states and territories of public spaces. Figure 1. - Countries created from the public sphere (see page 2 of the guide) 1-7. In 1831, the Land Commissioner published detailed guidelines for general surveys and platters. The relevant parts were incorporated by individual general reviewers into
bound amounts of instructions suitable for use in the field by deputy surveyors. From these instructions, the Guide to Survey Instructions developed. The July 4, 1836 Act put the general direction of public land surveys under the chief official of the surveys at the General Land Office. The manual was printed in 1851 as instructions to the Oregon General
Surveyor; Be a field operations guide. Its use was expanded at once to California, Minnesota, Kansas, Nebraska and New Mexico. In a slightly revised version these provisions were issued as a guide of 1855. Manual add-ons 1-8. The following additions to this guide are for sale by the Document Inspector, U.S. Government Print Office, Washington, D.C.,
20402: (1) Standard field tables and trigonometric formulas. Semi-hard cover, pocket size, 4 x 7, 245 pages. The eighth edition was first published by the Ministry of Real Estate in 1910, an eighth edition published in 1956. The tables and data are intended for use by cadreal surveyors in the field and in the office. (2) Afmaris of the sun, Polaris and other
selected stars with data and related tables. Paperback, 6 x 9, 30 pages and a star chart. Published annually in advance since 1910. Data to be used is provided in terms of Greenwich seemingly at noon for ready use with the solar transition. Data for all asterisk positions is provided in terms of Greenwich Meridian, average time intervals. The data is prepared
by the U.S. Naval Observatory Marine Almanac Office. (3) Reconstruction of casualties or destruction And sub-division of sections, a guide to sodri. Paper cover, 6 x 9, 40 pages, ilus. The subject under this title first appeared in the Decisions of the Ministry of the Interior, 1 L.D. 339; 2d ed., 1 LD 671 (1883). There have been some amendments and
extensions, most recent in 1972. Providing an introduction to the rectangular system of surveying and re-surveying public lands, with a cluster of ground rules relating to the system, it answers many frequently asked questions arising from practical work. Although specifically intended for surveyors outside the Bureau of Land Management, it is also of interest
to lawyers, insurance company personnel with degrees, and others with professional interests in former or present public lands. Public Lands Setting 1-9. The original public space included the lands referred to the federal government by the colonial states and the areas later acquired from indigenous Hindus or foreign powers. As far as public land cases are
concerned, it is public lands that, after being silenced into the United States, remain publicly owned, or, after private acquisition, returned to public ownership and public land status by law. Director 1-10. After the U.S. entered the Union, the federal government continued to hold the title and manage the inappropriate lands. Various actions that explicitly allow
the title to inappropriate lands within these countries will be retained by the United States. Furthermore, land in territories not authorized by competent authority before being purchased are in the first case the exclusive property of the United States, to be managed, or to be exedulated to such persons, at the same time, in such situations, and by degrees such
as government may see the most benefit to the public. Congress alone has the power, derived from Article 4, Article 3, of the Constitution, of eliminating public space and determining all necessary laws and regulations with respect to it. 1-11. In the district of the Director of the Bureau of Land Management, it is reserved to determine what public lands are,
what lands have been surveyed, what should be reviewed, what is left to be disposed of, and what is reserved. By a well-settled principle of United States law, through the Department of the Interior, there is the authority and death to expand the polls as necessary to include land that has been wrongly omitted from previous surveys. Water for navigation 1-12.
Beds of navigationable bodies of water are not public space and are not subject to survey and disposal by the United States. Sovereignty is in the individual countries. Under U.S. law, the water that can be navigated has always been and will remain forever on common roads. This includes all t tide water currents and other important permanent bodies of
Whose natural and normal state on the date a country entered the Union was to classify it as navigational water. The tidal lands covered by the usual daily flooding are not subject to survey as public land. (See a discussion in chapter seven about special surveys.) Swamp and flooded lands 1-13. In Alabama, California, Florida, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa,
Louisiana, Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Ohio, Oregon and Wisconsin, the swamp and flooded land, through public space, move to the United States with public land survey identification, and are approved for selection, the title is subject to disposal by the United States. 1-14. The Law of March 2, 1849 (Stat 9. 352) awarded the state of Louisiana its
entire swamp and flooded land for assistance with their reseach. The September 28, 1850 Act (9 Stat. 519) extended the grant to other then public states in the Union. The grant was also extended to Minnesota and Oregon by the March 12, 1860 Act (12 Stat. 3). These various grants were taken into R.S. 2479 (43 .C. 982). A notable exception to the
Wetlands Laws is found in the Arkansas Settlement Act of April 29, 1898 (Stat 30. 367; 43 U.S.C. 991), whereby fine, headlined and interested in the remaining inappropriate swamp and flooded land returned to the United States. 1-15. The provisions of the grants apply to elevations beneath the high lands, where, without the construction of areas or drainage
channels, the areas will not be worthy of agriculture. The grants apply to all flooded wetlands and lands that have not been flooded on the dates of the grant, the nature of which during this period will bring them within the provisions of the grant. A discussion of swamp and flooded land in connection with field tests and surveys is in chapter seven on special
surveys. Laws relating to early polling laws 1-16. Major early laws are in: (1) an order to locate and dump land in the Western Territory, and for other purposes mentioned therein, approved by the Continental Congress on May 20, 1785. (2) Acts of May 18, 1796 (1 Stat. 464); May 10, 1800 (2 Stat. 73); February 11, 1805 (2 Stat. 313); April 25, 1812 (2 Stat.
716); April 24, 1820 (3 Stat. 566); April 5, 1832 (4 Stat. 503); July 4, 1836 (5Th day, 107); and March 3, 1849 (9 Stat. 395). 1-17. Based on these early laws, this part of the Northwest Territory that became Ohio State was the experimental area for the development of the rectangular system. This is where the plans and methods have been practically tested.
Notable amendments to the rules were made as the polls progressed west until the overall plan was completed. The adoption of the rectangular system marked an important transition from the method of polling that usually prevailed in the colonial countries where land was described Mets and irregular borders, each package depends more or less on the
description of its neighbors. Revised laws and Rule 1-18 of the United States. The polling system developed under the early rules was incorporated into the revised laws and code of the United States: executive duties. The Secretary of the Interior, or such an officer as he may designate, shall perform all executive duties relating to the survey and sale of U.S.
public lands, or in any wise sense of such public lands, and nothing else, as well as private land claims, and the issuance of patents on all land grants under the authority of the government. (R.S. 453; 43 . C 2) The Minister of the Interior, or such an officer as he is entitled to designate, is entitled to enforce and carry out, according to the appropriate
regulations, any part of the provisions of this title that have not been specifically provided. (R.S. 2478; 43). C 1201). Survey rules. The public lands divided by northern lines in the south will follow the true meridian, and by others who cross them at right angles, to create a town of 10 square kilometers, unless the line of an Indian reserve, or of areas surveyed
or patented before May 18, 1796, or the course of rivers for navigation may make it impractical; In which case this rule should be ruled no further than certain such circumstances require. Second. Corners of town should be marked with progressive numbers from the start; Any distance of one kilometer between such corners must also be marked clearly with
different signs than those of the corners. Third. The town will divide into parts, containing, almost as much as, 64 hectares each, by running parallel lines through it from east to west and south to north within a kilometre of each other, marking corners within a mile. The sections will tell, respectively, starting with the number one in the northeastern part and
continuing west and east intermittently through the town with progressive numbers, until the completion of the 36th. Iv. The deputies, respectively, will lift a mark on a tree next to each corner set in the manner described, and within the section, the number of this section, with the number of the town where this section may be; And the surveyor's deputies will
pay attention carefully, in their field books, in the names of the marked corner trees and the numbers that have been done so. V. When the outer lines of the high schools, which may be divided into parts or section arrows, rise, or do not extend by 10 km, the excesses or shortages are specifically specified, and will be added or lowered from the western and
northern ranges of sections or half sections in this town, depending on the error. be operating the lines from east to west, or from north to south; The sections and half the sections appealed on the northern and western lines of such cities will be sold as including only the amount expressed in yields and platters respectively, and all the rest as including the full
legal amount. Vi. All lines will be clearly marked on trees, and measured in chains, containing two mishas and one and a half feet each, divided into 25 equal links; And the chain will be adjusted to the standard to be saved for this purpose. Seventh. Each surveyor will mention in his field book the true conditions of all mines, salt licks, salt springs, and mill seats
that come to our point; All the waterways on which he passes the line can pass; And the quality of the land, too. Viii. These field books will be returned to the Home Secretary or the officer as he is entitled to designate, which will result in the description of all the lands surveyed to be buried and deposed to officers that may amount to sales. It will also cause a
fair palette of the town and partial parts of the forests contained in the land, which describe their sub-division and the signs of the corners. This palette will be recorded in books to be saved for this purpose; And such a copy will remain open at the Interior Minister's Office or such an agency, as it may designate for public information, and other copies will be
sent to the locations of sale and to the Bureau of Land Management. R.S. 2395; March 3, 1925, 43 Stat. 1144; 43 U.C. 751). borders and contents of public lands; How safe. The boundaries and contents of the sections, semi-sections and 77s of public lands will be purified in accordance with the following principles: first. All corners marked in the surveys,
returned by the Minister of the Interior or such agency as it can be designated, will be established as the appropriate corners of sections, or sub-divisions of sections, which they are intended to designate; And the half-and-a-quarter corners, which are unmarked in the polls, will be placed almost as much as possible in equatorial lines from two corners that
stand on the same line. Second. The border lines, which are managed and actually wanted in surveys returned by the Interior Minister or agency as it can designate, will be established as the appropriate boundary lines of the sections, or sub-division, for which they are intended, and the length of the lines as returned, will be considered and considered as
their true length. and the boundary lines that were not actually managed and marked will be formed, by activating straight lines from the established corners to the opposite parallel corners; But in these parts of the partial town where there's no such upside Corners have been or can be repaired, and border lines will be ascertained by running from established
corners due to north-south or east and west lines, as it can be, to route the water, the Indian border line, or another external border of such a partial town. Third. any section or sub-division of a section, the content of which was returned by the Minister of the Interior or another agency as it may be designated, shall be held and deemed to be the exact quantity
expressed in this exchange; And half of the sections and quarters, the content by which it will not be returned, will be deemed to contain the half or fourth part, respectively, of the returned content of the part in which they may be divided. March 3, 1925, 43 Stat. 1144; 43 USA. C 752). Half-quarter dividing lines, how to run. In the event that the quarter-part
division of the line to its plot operates from the north and south, and the corners and contents of half a quarter of sections that may then be sold will be directed in the way and in the principles of the terms and recorded by the previous section, and partial sections containing 16 hectares or upwards will be in a similar way as it is practical, divided into parts of
half a quarter, according to such rules and regulations as set by the Minister of the Interior, and in any case His brigade's line will operate east and west, and the corners and contents of the quarters of sections, which may then be sold, will be known. to the estrance, in the way and in the principles that are indeminted and placed by the previous section; And
partial sections containing less than 100 or more than 60 hectares will similarly, as would be practical, divide into a quarter of a van, according to such rules and regulations as set out by the Home Secretary. (R.S. 2397; 43). C 753). Rivers and streams. All rivers that can be navigated, in territory occupied by public lands, will remain and be considered public
roads; And in all cases where the opposite banks of each indescribable stream belong to different people, the stream and its bed will be common to both. (R.S. 2476; 43). C 931). Expanding public surveys on mineral lands. The public surveys will be published across all mineral lands; And the entire undersized land surveyed for far less than 100 and 60 acres
can be done by provincial and provincial surveyors at the expense of claimants; But nothing in this section contained will require a survey of waste or useless land. (R.S. 2406; 43). C 766). Land claims survey and nothing more. The Interior Minister or such an officer as he can designate would make him All private land claims after being approved by
congressional authority, so far as the survey of public lands will need to be completed. R.S. 2223; March 3, 1925, 43 Stat. 1144; 43 USA. C 52). Punishment for interfering with polls. Those who, by threats or power, interfere with, delay, or prevent the survey of the public lands, or of any private land claim which may or may be approved by the United States,
by the persons authorized to cover the same thing in accordance with the instructions of the Director of the Bureau of Land Management, will be fined no more than $3,000 or imprisoned for no more than three years or both. R.S. 2412; June 25, 1948, H. 645, 62 Stat. 789; May 24, 1949, H. 139, Section 42, 63 Stat. 95; 18 United States. C 1859). Protecting a
surveyor by a county marshal. Whenever the president is satisfied that a forced opposition has been proposed, or is expected to be proposed, for any surveyor or deputy surveyor in the release of his position in the Public Lands Survey, it may be legal for the president to instruct the state or county marshal, by himself or a deputy, to participate in such a
surveyor or deputy surveyor with sufficient power to protect such an officer in performing his duty and remove power in the event of any power offer. , R.S. 2413; March 3, 1925, 43 Stat. 1144; 43 in .C. 774). Legislation and Estealsha of the Bureau of Land Management 1-19. Additional legislation and orders relevant to the survey of public land: the purchase
of metal monuments. The May 27, 1908 Law (35 Stat. 347) provided for the purchase of metal monuments to be used for public land survey corners wherever possible. Punishment for destruction of survey monuments. Article 57 of the Criminal Code of 1909 provided punishment for unauthorized modification or removal of any government poll monument or
marked trees. The wording was slightly different on June 25, 1948, at ch. 645, 62 Stat. 789; 18 U.S.C. 1858, read: Anyone who willfully destroys, vandals, changes or removes elsewhere any section corner, quarter corner or twitching position, on any government line of survey, or deliberately cuts any tree up to or any burning tree to mark the line of
government survey, or with the intention of vandalising, modifications, or removing any monument or bench mark of any government survey will be fined no more than $250 or imprisoned for no more than six months Or both. Retranssising public lands. Law March 3, 1909 (Stat 35. 845) as amended June 25, 1910 (36 Stat. 884; 43 U.S.C. 772) states that:
The Secretary of the Interior may, as of March 3, 1909, at his discretion, cause, as he may see wise under the rectangular system on this date provided by law, such as the regeneration or restoration of public lands surveys after a full investigation, he may see as essential to properly mark the boundaries of the public , Unknown: Provided that such
regeneration or restoration is not carried out to infringe the rights or claims in good faith of any claimant, person or owner of land affected by such regeneration or reconstruction. A selection of surveyors. The Interior Ministry Appropriations Act of 1911 (June 25, 1910, Stat 36. 703, 740) provided, under the Public Lands Survey: The new surveys and surveys
will be conducted by talented surveyors such as the Minister of the Interior may choose, ... . This provision resulted in the closure of the practice of providing contracts for preparing surveys of public lands. Additional authority for retranssculation. The September 21, 1918 Act (40 Stat. 965; 43 United States.C. 773) provides authority to retest, by the
government, restaurants where the projection exceeds 50% of the entire region. These studies will only be carried out with the application of the owners of at least three-quarters of the privately owned land in the town, and in accordance with the deposit of the estimated costs of the re-attempt. Receiving donations for surveys. The July 14, 1960 Act (Stat 74.
506; 43 United States.C. 1364) provides that the Secretary of the Interior may receive donations for a Cadesterly survey carried out on federally controlled or mixed lands. National Environmental Policy Act of 1969. The Law, as of January 1, 1970 (83 Stat. 852; 43 U.C.C. 4321), states, among other things, that the purposes of this chapter are to announce a
national policy that will encourage productive and enjoyable harmony between man and his environment; To promote efforts to prevent or prevent damage to the environment and biosphere... The law was implemented by Executive Order No. 11514, March 5, 1970, which provided, under the responsibility of federal agencies, that ... Agencies will develop
plans and measures to protect and improve the environment... Establishment of the Bureau of Land Management. On July 16, 1946, the Bureau of Land Management was established in the Interior Ministry in accordance with the 1946 Restructuring Plan No. 3. As part of this plan, the Ministry of Real Estate was abolished and its functions were transferred to
the Secretary. Order No. 2225, July 15, 1946, by the Minister of the Interior, stipulated that the functions and powers of the Office of the General Land, and the U.S. Inspector of Surveys, together with the Field Survey Service, be used by the Director of the Bureau of Land Management, subject to the direction and control of the Secretary, through these
officers or units of the Bureau as may be defined. The Bureau of Land Management is located in the Qudstral Survey Division of the Headquarters Office. This ogtivity has technical oversight, through the directors of state centers and services, on the Public Lands Survey. Chief The division serves as an executive advisory in formulating policies, programs,
standards and procedures of cadester surveys. General 1-20. The hanel brief of congressional legislation is evident: first. Because the boundaries and sub-division of public lands as reviewed under orders approved by the surveyors, the physical evidence on which the survey consists consists of monuments set on the ground, and the registered evidence of
the authorities that were legally approved by the authorities, cannot be fenced off after the title is transferred by the United States. Second. That the original town, section, quarter and other monuments as evidenced physically must stand as the true corners of the sub-divisions they are intended to represent, and will receive a controlling preference over the
designated directions and length of the lines. Third. These quarter-sectional corners that were not established in the original survey process will be placed on the line connecting the partial and quadrant corners, and halfway between them, except in the last 800 meters of segment lines closing in the northern and western borders of the town, or on other lines
between partial or irregular parts. Iv. That the center lines of a regular section be straight, and you want a quarter-section corner on one border of the section to the corresponding corner of the opposite section line. V. Because in a partial section where there was or cannot be established an inverted corner of a quarter section, the central line of this section
must be activated from a corner corresponding in a quarter section, almost in the direction of a cardinal to the line of detweening, ordering, or other boundary of such a partial section, as the equivalent lines of section lines would allow. Vi. The lost or destroyed corners of the approved polls must be restored to their original location whenever possible. 1-21.
The basic provisions require that the public land be divided according to the northern and southern lines, according to the true meridian, and by others who cross them at right angles, in order to create a town of 10 km; because the forests will be divided into parts, containing almost as much as possible, 64 hectares each; And that the excess or deficiency will
be noted specifically and added or withaned from the northern and northern ridges of sections or sections of the town such as, as the mistake may be in operating the lines from east to west, or from south to north. The rectangular survey system fits the basic requirements for earth's curved surface. In this rectangular plan, the boundaries of the town are
intended to be due to north and south or east and west. The borders that want north in the south and chairs . You're the... Running east and west is called town lines. Figure 2. - Normal town (see page 9 of the guide) The range lines are large circles of the earth that, if extended, will intersect at the North Pole. This convergence becomes clear in the
measurement of the town lines. Convergence is taken at intervals by activating standard parallels, on which measurements are refiled. Standard parallels (first called correction lines) have offsets on the range lines and two sets of corners, standard corners for the lines to the north, and closing corners for lines to the south. The normal interval between the
standard equivalents is 24 miles, but there were many exceptions in the older polls. In order to make the sections represent almost as square kilometers as it may be, the meridional lines operate from south to north and parallel to the eastern border of the town within 8 km of the southern border. These are managed and momomanates as real lines. The rest
of the section lines are all managed by random and correctly between the corners of the set sections. It produces the rectangular parts, 25 of which contain 640 acres each, within the permissible limit. The sections along the northern and western borders are divided into a plan for certain lotes to absorb the convergence and excess or lack of measurements.
These sections provide a maximum number of aliquot parts (-160, 80, and 40 dunams) or standard subsections of a section, and the rest is displayed as plots who have their contents calculated according to field measurements. Organization 1-22. The public land surveys are conducted by the Cadstral Survey branches of the Bureau of Land Management's
Service Centre and state offices. The authority over the activities of the area is limited by instructions issued by the DIRECTOR to the directors of the field offices. The service center is located in Denver, Colorado. State offices, with locations, are: Alaska State Office in Anchorage, Alaska. Arizona State Office in Phoenix, Arizona. California State Office in
Sacramento, California. Colorado State Office in Denver, Colorado. Idaho State Office in Boise, Idaho. Montana office in Billings, Montana. (Manages public lands in Montana, North Dakota and South Dakota). Nevada State Office in Reno, Nevada New Mexico State Office in Santa Fe, New Mexico (Director of Public Lands in New Mexico and Oklahoma.)
Oregon State Office in Portland, Oregon (Director of Public Lands in Oregon and Washington). Utah State Office in Salt Lake City, Utah. Wyoming State Office in Cheyenne, Wyoming. (Managing public lands in Wyoming, Kansas and Nebraska). Headquartered for surveys in the remaining states is at the Eastern States Office, Silver Spring, Maryland. Public
land determines 1-23. Thirty countries were created outside the public domain. In those where Public land surveys were significantly completed, with the exception of Oklahoma, the original records were transferred to the United States. In most cases, .C copies are on file in Washington, D.C., and the director of the Bureau of Real Estate Management has
administrative authority on questions regarding the remaining public lands in those states, including re-surveying and expanding the surveys to include plots of public land omitted from official surveys. The following list of United States created from the public domain gives the date of admission, a citation of an act that allows in statues of the United States in a
big way, and the current location of the original records of public land surveys. Alabama. Included in the territory of the original 13 states and accepted into the Union on December 14, 1819 (3 Stat. 608); Records with the Secretary of State in Montgomery. Alaska. Purchased from Russia in 1867; Entered the Union on January 3, 1959 (72 Stat. 339); Records
at the State Office of the Bureau of Land Management in Anchorage. Arizona. In 1848, the lands that Mexico acquired Gadsden were included in 1853; Accepted into the Union on February 14, 1912 (36 Stat. 557; 37 Stat. 1728); Records at the State Department of the Bureau of Land Management in Phoenix. Arkansas. Acquired as part of the Louisiana
Acquisition in 1803 and accepted into the Union on June 15, 1836 (5 Stat. 50); Records with the State Land Department in Lyt Rock. California. In 1848 he was ordained by Mexico and accepted into the Union on September 9, 1850 (9 Stat. 452); Records at the State Office of the Bureau of Land Management in Sacramento. Colorado. Purchased mostly as
part of the Louisiana acquisition in 1808, but including additional land, the title of which was silenced through an agreement with Spain, in 1819, with other land annexed to Texas in 1845, and land that Mexico closed in 1848; Entered the Union on August 1, 1876 (18 Stat. 474; 19 Stat. 665); Records at the State Office of the Denver Bureau of Land
Management. Florida. In 1819 she was accepted by Spain and accepted into the Union on March 3, 1945 (5 Stat. 742); Records with the Board of Trustees of the Internal Improvement Trust in Tallahassee. Idaho. Acquired with the Territory of Oregon, the title established in 1846, and accepted into the Union July 3, 1890 (26 Stat. 215); Records at the State
Department's Bureau of Land Management in Boise. Illinois. Included in the territory of the original 13 states and accepted into the Union on December 3, 1818 (3 Stat. 536); Records in the Illinois State Archives, Secretary of State, springfield. Indiana. Included in the territory of the original 13 states and accepted into the Union on December 11, 1816 (3 Stat.
399); Records with the archivist, indiana national library, in Indianapolis. Iowa. Acquired as part of the Louisiana Acquisition in 1803 and accepted into the Union on December 28, 1846 (Stat 9. 117); Records with Secretary of State in Des Moines. Kansas. acquired as part of the Louisiana acquisition in 1803 (additional land annexed to Texas in 1845);
Accepted into the Union on January 29, 1861 (12 Stat. 126); Records with the State Comptroller and registration of state lands in Topeka. Louisiana. Included in the Louisiana acquisition in 1803; The border was extended to include additional land, the title of which was silenced through an agreement with Spain in 1819; Accepted into the Union on April 30,
1812 (2 Stat. 701); Records with the register, state land office, in Baton Rouge. Michigan. Included in the territory of the original 13 states and accepted into the Union on January 26, 1837 (5 Stat. 144); Records with the State Treasury Department in Lansing. Minnesota. included in the territory of the original 13 states (additional land acquired as part of the
Louisiana acquisition in 1803); Entered the union in May 11,1858 (11 Stat. 285) records with the Department of Conservation in St. Paul. Mississippi. Included in the territory of the original 13 states and accepted into the Union on December 10, 1817 (3 Stat. 472); Records with the State Lands Commissioner in Jackson. Missouri. Acquired as part of the
Louisiana Acquisition in 1803 and entered into a union on August 10, 1821 (3 Stat. 645, 3 Stat. Appendix II); Records at the State Land Survey Authority in Rolla. Montana. acquired as part of the Louisiana acquisition in 1803 and with the Oregon Territory, the title founded in 1846; Entered the Union on November 8, 1889 (25 Stat. 676, 26 Stat. 1551);
Records at the State Department of the Bureau of Land Management in Billings. Nebraska. Acquired as part of the Louisiana Acquisition in 1803 and accepted into the Union on March 1, 1867 (14 Stat. 391, 820); Records with the state surveyor in Lincoln. Nevada. In 1848, She was accepted by Mexico to the Union on October 31, 1864 (13 Stat. 30 749);
Records at the State Department's Bureau of Land Management in Reno. New Mexico. It was included in land annexed to Texas in 1845, with land that Mexico was based on Mexico in 1848, and acquired gadsden in 1853; Entered the Union on January 6, 1912 (36 Stat. 557, 37 Stat. 1723); Records at the State Office of the Santa Fe Bureau of Land
Management. It's North Dakota. included in the territory of the original 13 states and with land acquired as part of the Louisiana acquisition in 1803; Entered the Union on November 2, 1889 (25 Stat. 676; 26 Stat. 1548); Records with the State Water Conservation Commission in Bismarck. Oklahoma. acquired as part of the Louisiana Acquisition in 1803 and



with land annexed to Texas in 1845; Entered the Union on November 16, 1907 (34 Stat. 267; 35 Stat. 2160); Records at the New Mexico State Office of the Bureau of Land Management in Santa Fe, New Mexico. Ohio. Included in the territory of the original 13 states and accepted into the Union on November 29, 1802 (2 Saturday 1733); Records with the
State Comptroller Columbus. Oregon. Included in the Oregon Territory, the title established in 1846; Accepted into the Union on February 14, 1859 (11 Stat. 383); Records at the State Department of the Portland Bureau of Land Management. South Dakota. included in the territory of the original 13 states and with land acquired as part of the Louisiana
acquisition in 1803; Accepted into the Union on November 2, 1889 (25 Stat. 676; 26 Stat. 1549); Records with the School commissioner and public lands in Pierre. The braces of South Dakota Mineral Patent Surveys are filed with the Montana State Office of the Bureau of Land Management in Billings, Montana, and the necessary mineral surveys are directed
from that office. Utah. In 1848 she was accepted by Mexico and accepted into the Union on January 4, 1896 (28 Stat. 107, 29 Stat. 876); Records at the State Office of the Bureau of Land Management in Salt Lake City. Washington. Included in the Oregon Territory, the title established in 1846; Accepted into the Union on November 11, 1889 (25 Stat. 676, 26
Stat. 1552); Records at the Oregon State Office of the Bureau of Land Management in Portland, Oregon. Wisconsin. Included in the territory of the original 13 states and accepted into the Union on May 29, 1848 (Stat 9, 233); Records with the Department of Natural Resources in Madison. Wyoming. It included land acquired as part of the Louisiana Acquisition
in 1803, with land annexed to Texas in 1845, with land included in the Oregon Territory, the title established in 1846, and with land that Mexico was based on Mexico in 1848; Accepted into the Union on July 10, 1890 (26 Stat. 222); Records at the State Department of the Bureau of Land Management in Cheyenne. Cadastral Home - 73 Manual content
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